SPECIAL BOOK OFFER

The perfect gift to yourself, to friends, and to Dialogue:


A collection of essays by “the dean of the Mormon personal essay.” Hugh Nibley says, “Relentlessly honest, . . . refreshing, invigorating and glowing with a strong sense of testimony.”


Twenty-four personal essays by contemporary women who speak out on issues that influence their lives.


An examination of the LDS Church’s “Negro doctrine.” The book includes definitive research published in Dialogue between 1967 and 1981. Also included are new essays, authoritative statements from the LDS Church between 1949 and 1978 on the status of blacks, and a chronological bibliography.

*Mormon Enigma: Emma Hale Smith*, by Linda King Newell, co-editor of Dialogue, 1982–present, and Valeen Tippetts Avery

Leonard J. Arrington: “One of the great biographies in Mormon and nineteenth-century American literature. A model of honesty, clarity, and fairness.” Jan Shipps: “It will be the standard work on Emma from this point on.”

*Dialogues With Myself* $6
*Mormon Women Speak* $9
*Neither Black Nor White* $10
*Mormon Enigma: Emma Hale Smith* $18

Add $1 for postage and handling per book